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VOLUME FLOW MEASUREMENT

in building and process technology, it is necessary to 
measure the quantities of air flowing into rooms or 
processes or being circulated in the plant. The quantity 
of air transported in a given period of time is known as 
the volume flow (most common unit: m 3 or ft 3 per hour). 
Accuracy down to the last decimal point is not usually 
critical in these applications. The key features are reliabili-
ty, robust build quality and good value for money.

The most commonly used method of measuring volume 
flows is based on the principle of differential pressure. 
This has a number of specific advantages:

 x low investment costs, especially for ducts with 
medium or large cross-sections

 x minimal calibration costs

 x process technology: can also be used in plants 
where temperatures differ significantly from room 
conditions 

halstrup-walcher offers a choice of high quality differential pressure transmitters with square-root output. All these 
devices are designed for indoor room conditions as well as for system pressures of up to 6 bar optional (p 26). To 
complete the measurement point, select a primary element (see p. 12) and request an on-site calibration (p. 47).

please note that the differential pressure method of 
measuring volume flow cannot accurately record very 
small volume flows. These low measurement values 
are therefore suppressed (creep suppression), e.g. the 
lowest 3 % of the differential pressure measurement 
range. however, in typical air conditioning and ventilation 
systems, as well as in most process technology plants, 
the volume flows lie between 20 and 100 % of the max-
imum measurement range so this does not result in any 
significant limitations.

SuiTAble DeviceS

P 26 P 34 P 29 P 82 r / P 82 rM

details on p. 14 (air meter) 
p. 26

p. 27 p. 28 p. 30

special feature Scalable, large selection 
of units

Similar to p 26, specifically 
designed for the control 
cabinet

Similar to p 26, can be 
used in applications with 
natural gas

For standard applications, 
also available with metal 
housing (optional)

volume flow    

volume
(consumption)

 (optional) - - -

differential  
pressure

   

accuracy       

Pressure /  
temperature 
compensation

-  (optional: Absolute 
pressure sensor on board, 

temperature analogue input)

- -

20-point curve -  (can be stored) - -

m 3/h m 3/min  ft 3/ h ft 3/min 

m 3/ h 1 0.0167 35.3147 0.5886

m 3/min 60 1 2118.8800 35.3147

ft 3/ h 0.0283 0.0005 1 0.0167

ft 3/min 1.6990 0.0283 60 1

Please read the lines from left to right.  
Example: 1 m 3 / h corresponds to 35.3147 ft 3 / h.

cOnveRSiOn TAble

Max. value of the  
measurement range 

v
[m 3 / h]

100 %

20 %

Delta-p

v = k · √Delta-p
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PRIMARY ELEMENTS – MODE OF OPERATION AND SELECTION

Straight inlet (= 10 D) and outlet (= 5 D) pipes are ideal (D = inner diameter)
Recommended for on-site adjustment: Multi-point flow measurements in accordance with Din en 12599 (average 
value calculated from multiple measurement points per m2 of cross-sectional area). please enquire about our range 
of services (see p. 47). You can find further accessories on p. 21.

We are also pleased to offer primary elements for process tech-
nology or customer-specific applications, see p. 13

pitot tube and flow probes: length must be less than the width 
of the air duct. Flow grid: please state precise dimensions.

Or the sum of the static and dynamic pressure is mea-
sured and recorded (pitot tube, flow tube, Wilson flow 
grid) at one or several points and the static pressure sub-
tracted. The latter group of primary elements offer the 
advantage that there is only a minimal loss of pressure 
– which noticeably reduces operating costs!

in order to convert the volume flow into a differential 
pressure, so-called primary elements are installed in the 
air duct or process. This either constricts the cross-sec-
tion concentrically (orifice plate, cone, venturi).

Case 1: using an primary element that is already 
installed; supplements a differential pressure  
transmitter.

The differential pressure transmitter can be combined 
with any suitable primary element that has already been 
installed. 
 x  customer data: max. volume flow [m 3 / h or ft 3 / h] and 

the associated max. differential pressure* 
 x  halstrup-walcher: selection of the differential pressure 

transmitter measurement range above this max. differ-
ential pressure value

The primary element can be newly designed and supplied by halstrup-walcher. it is also possible to connect the 
halstrup-walcher pressure transmitter to a primary element that is already installed.

Case 2: Complete package of primary element and 
transmitter from halstrup-walcher

 x  customer data: max. volume flow [m 3 / h or ft 3 / h] and 
air duct dimensions (width x height or diameter)* 

 x  halstrup-walcher: Selection of the primary element, 
calculation of the max. differential pressure, selection 
of the appropriate measurement range for the differ-
ential pressure transmitter

*  Process technology: please also state the air tem-
perature and pressure.

1 2

Delta-p pstat + pdynpstat

flow

orifice opening
orifice

flow

pressure drop  
over the  
measuring orifice

a) The pitot tubes / flow tubes are supplied with a screw clamp.
b)   A "set" of flow probes comprises the following parts: 2 flow probes, approx. 2 m tubing, 2 sealing rings (for the probes), operating instructions, 2 elbows 

(for connecting tubing)

Primary element Image
Order number
(length [mm])  

Accuracy

Pitot tube /
flow tube a)

The pitot tube measures at a single point  
(centre of the duct)

Supplied in  
"L"-form with 
threaded adjust-
able collar

90
52

.0
00

7
(3

05
 m

m
)

90
52

.0
00

8
(4

83
 m

m
)

90
52

.0
00

9
(7

95
 m

m
) 

(two) flow 
probes / X-grid b)

The 2 flow probes record measurements at several points. 
can be installed in parallel or rotated by 90 ° ("x-grid"). 90

52
.0

00
1

(1
00

 m
m

)

90
52

.0
00

2
(1

50
 m

m
)

90
52

.0
00

3
(2

00
 m

m
)

90
52

.0
00

4
(3

00
 m

m
)

90
52

.0
00

5
(4

00
 m

m
)

90
52

.0
00

6
(5

00
 m

m
)  

Wilson flow grid
The flow grid  
measures at  
many positions

9052.0010 (round, D: 100 .. 500 mm)
9052.0011 (round, D: 501 .. 1 000 mm)
9052.0012  (rectangular, W x H of 100 

x 150 to 450 x 450 mm)
  

21
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VOLUME FLOW MEASUREMENT IN PROCESSES

Accurate measurement of volume flow in air ducts or ventila-
tion systems (e.g. in m 3 / h or ft 3 / h) is becoming increasingly 
important. This is because volume flow is an important process 
technology parameter, e.g. for ensuring a specific drying quality 
or the ability of a test facility to function correctly. but it is also 
essential to monitor minimum volume flows in critical air-condi-
tioning systems, such as those used for cleanrooms.

Your volume flow partner, halstrup walcher 

 x  provides support in designing measurement points and pri-
mary elements (incl. optional temperature sensors)

 x takes responsibility for installation on-site

 x calibrates and adjusts equipment on-site

This ensures that all the installation conditions (and resulting 
asymmetries of the flow profile) are taken into account to 
produce the optimum result.

For process technology, halstrup-walcher supplies process 
probes with optimised geometries (see photo). As you can 
see from the flow simulation, these prevent the generation of 
vortexes, which are created by standard flow pressure probes. 
higher accuracy and lower sensitivity to shorter inlet routes  
are the results.   

The following design parameters must be stated: medium (air 
or non-aggressive gases), temperature (special versions for use 
at temperatures > 400 ° c are possible), static pressure (up to 6 
bar), design volume flow (e.g. 5 000 m 3 / h), air duct dimensions 
or installation dimensions as well as the ambient conditions 
(indoor, non-ex, …).

DELIVERY OF COMPLETELY CALIbRATED  
VOLUME FLOW MEASURING SECTIONS

Measuring facilities that deliver a precise volume flow val-
ue are needed in machine and plant construction, as well 
as in climate technology. On-site calibration is often not 
economically efficient. For these applications, halstrup- 
walcher offers complete solutions that include the pipe / air 
channel section (with a diameter of 25 .. 700 mm) as well 
as the installed primary element and measuring transmit-
ter, if required incl. tubing and control cabinet. Multi-point 
calibration at our volume flow calibration stand completes 
this overall solution.
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P 26

m3/h

1.273 m3/h

45.312.245 m 3

0,1 m

P 26 AIR METER / MEASUREMENT OF AIR CONSUMPTION 

Air meter in shopping centre:  
metered consumption replaces apportionment of costs per m 2

* new: also via M-bus

air duct

analog  
output
pulse  
output

power supply

flow through

flow through
primary element
(here: flow probe)

0.1 m

 x legally secure through traceable on-site calibration

 x  security: code-protected function, no unauthorised operation

 x  the total volume consumed (and an operating hour counter) 
can be reset after entering a code either to zero or to a  
"total before reset" saved as a backup

 x  the pulse valency (m 3 or ft 3 per pulse), pulse length and pulse 
interval can be set individually

 x  an internal operating hour meter provides a time reference – 
operational security without batteries.

You can find technical data and ordering information on p. 15.

consumption*

consumption

Today, it is very rare to measure air consumption for individual users. costs are usually apportioned based on the to-
tal costs and the respective share of the total area occupied. For example, a tenant renting 23 % of the total area will 
always pay 23 % of the air-conditioning costs. This is unfair in terms of user behaviour and different air conditioning 
requirements for different room types – and importantly it offers no incentive to find savings. however, particularly 
in commercial properties which are rented out to a number of tenants, air consumption is seen as being identical to 
other consumed media (electricity, water, etc.) and there are demands for these costs to be apportioned fairly in the 
same way, i.e. based on actual con- 
sumption. The same applies  
equally to industrial com- 
panies with an energy  
management system.

The p 26 air meter takes 
the following approach: 
based on the volume flow 
measurement using the 
principle of differential 
pressure (please select a 
suitable primary element, 
see p. 12), the p 26 air me-
ter adds up and displays 
the volumes consumed 
(m 3 or ft 3 of air) and 
makes the data available 
via a pulse output (option-
ally also via M-bus).

ApplicATiOn

FeATuReS
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Units m 3 / h, m 3, ft 3 / h, ft 3, kg / h, kg Overload resistance 200 x, max. 6 bar

Sampling rate 1x per second Operating temperature 10 .. 50 ° C

Saves sum value, 
sum before reset, 
operating hour 
counter

every 10 min and  
when device powers down 

Storage temperature - 10 .. 70 ° C

Max. no. of values
without sum reset

> 2 billion measured values
[m3, ft 3, kg]

Power consumption approx. 6 VA

Max. period of time 
without sum reset

199 999 hours or > 20 years Weight approx. 0.75 kg  
(P 26 without primary element)

Value per pulse
(meter output)

0.1 .. 10 000 m 3

3.6 .. 350 000 ft 3          (freely selectable)
0.1 .. 10 000 kg 

Meter modes
(adjustable)

 x Only positive volume flows VF
 x Balance of positive and negative VF
 x Total sum of positive and neg. VF

Pulse length 20 .. 2 000 ms Pressure ports for tubing NW 6 mm

Pulse interval 50 .. 2 000 ms Protection class IP 65, with USB IP 40

Measuring accuracy with measurement probes approx. ± 4 %  
(in straight measurement sections)

Time constant 25 ms .. 60 s (adjustable)

Medium Air, non-aggressive gases Cable gland 3 x M 16

Certificates CE, CSA Dimension drawing see P 26 on p. 26

TechnicAl DATA FOR p 26 AiR MeTeR

ORDeRing OpTiOnS FOR p 26 AiR MeTeR

legAllY SecuRe On-SiTe cAlibRATiOn 

After the primary element and p 26 
differential pressure transmitter have 
been mounted, the latter is parameter-
ised and adjusted on the basis of an 
on-site calibration. This is legally secure 
and traceable to national standards. 
Adjustments are made either via a 
user-friendly operating menu or using 
simple pc parameterisation software. 
This software is available to download 
from our website. halstrup-walcher is 

also pleased to offer services for complete on-site commissioning of 
the air meter measurement point; see also p. 47.

p 26 air meter parameterisation software

Measurement 
range

C

Selected by 
halstrup-walcher 
based on your 
design data

-

degree of  
measurement 
uncertainty

d

± 0.2 %  b) 2

± 0.5 % b) S

b)   of the scaled range 
(40 .. 100 % of max. value) 
(min. 0.3 pa) 

analog output a

0 .. 20 mA 0

0 .. 10 v 1

4 .. 20 mA 4

Power supply B

24 v Ac / Dc 24AcDc

24 v Ac 24Ac

230 / 115 v Ac 230 / 115

display,   
keyboard

e

without 0

multi-coloured LCD  a) lc

a) recommended for air meter

switch output + 
pulse output

F

1 x relay (switch 
output)  
max. 230 v Ac, 6 
A and 1x pulse 
output (air meter)

1

digital interface c) G

without 0

uSb, incl. cable uS

c)  please enquire about commu-
nication via M-bus.

order 
code

a B C d e F G

P 26

The meter is configured either 
using the display (e = lc), 
the device's internal RS 232 
interface or the external uSb 
port (g = uS).

– – – – – – –
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P 26

76

164

Measurement ranges 
(also ± measurement ranges)
others available upon request

10 / 50 / 100 / 250 / 500 pa
1 / 2.5 / 5 / 10 / 20 / 50 / 100 kpa
freely scalable from 10 .. 100 %
within a measurement range

Margin of error
(0.3 pa margin of error for reference)

± 0.2 % or ± 0.5 % of the scaled 
range (40 .. 100 % of max. value) 
(min. 0.3 pa)

Temperature coefficient span 0.03 % of max. value / K (10 .. 50 ° c)

Temperature coefficient zero point ± 0 % (cyclical zero-point correction)

Max. system pressure /  
Overload capacity

600 kpa for measurement ranges ≥ 2.5 kpa
200 x for measurement ranges < 2.5 kpa

Medium Air, all non-aggressive gases

Sensor response time 25 ms

Time constants 25 ms .. 40 s (adjustable)

Operating temperature 10 .. 50 ° c

Storage temperature - 10 .. 70 ° c

power consumption approx. 6 vA

Weight approx. 750 g

cable glands 3 x M 16

pressure ports for tubing nW 6 mm, 
others available on request

protection class ip 65, with uSb: ip 40

certificates ce, cSA

Measurement 
range

C

Measurement range
e.g. 0 .. 10 pa, 
-10 .. 50 mbar, 
± 100 mmhg (etc.)

Margin of error d

± 0.2 % 2) 2

± 0.5 % 2) S

2)  of the scaled range (40 .. 100 % of 
max. value) (min. 0.3 pa)

output (linear/
root-extracted) 1) a

0 .. 10 v (R l ≥ 2 kΩ) 1

0 .. 20 mA (R l≤ 500 Ω) 0

4 .. 20 mA (R l≤ 500 Ω) 4

± 5 v (R l ≥ 2 kΩ) 5

1)  output signals can be configured freely

Power supply B

24 v Ac / Dc 24AcDc

24 v Ac  
(with galvanic separation) 24Ac

230 / 115 v Ac 230/115

Contact points F

none 0

Air meter  
(see p. 14) 1

2 relays (changeover 
contacts)  
max. 230 v Ac, 6 A

2

data interface G

none 0

uSb (data cable supplied) u0

external zero-point calibration 0x

external zero-point calibration and uSb (data cable supplied) ux

Features

 x  high precision differential pressure transmitter  
for top-hat rail or wall mounting (air-conditioning,  
cleanroom, process)

 x  Wide range of units available for pressure and  
volume flow, also ± measurement ranges

 x Scalable measurement ranges and units
 x Zero-point calibration prevents zero-point drift
 x  built-in valve provides a high level of  

overpressure protection
 x Multilingual menu (german / english / italian / French)

optional

 x contact points with adjustable switching outputs
 x Set the zero-point via the interface
 x  uSb interface (free parameterisation software at 

www.halstrup-walcher.com)
 x Air meter function (see p. 14)

For P 26 with air meter function see p. 14

P 26 without displayP 26 with display

order 
code

a B C d e F G

P 26 – – – – – – –

10
2.

5
94

.5
58

.5
±

1.
5

6.
5

6.5 149.5±1.5

Can be pre-set on request:  
time constant, relay parameter, analogue output root- 
extracted / linear, deactivation of the cyclic zeroing

display, Keyboard e

none 0

multi-coloured LCD
and keyboard lc
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P 34

125
114

10
8

107

99
15

30

Features

 x  Differential pressure transmitter with very small dimen-
sions – ideal for control cabinet installation  

 x  Optionally with temperature analogue input and internal 
stat. pressure sensor for p- /  T-compensated volume flow

 x Optionally with relay
 x  volume flow can be configured via k-factor, dpmax /  vmax 

or 20 individual values
 x  With uSb interface: via pc-software (password-protected), 

scaling, characteristic line form and many other parame-
ters can be set 

 x  Delivery possible already  
completely integrated into  
the control cabinet  
(on request)

Measured data differential pressure

Measurement ranges 
(also ± measurement ranges) 

others available upon request

10 / 50 / 100 / 250 / 500 pa
1 / 2.5 / 5 / 10 / 20 / 50 / 100 kpa
freely scalable from 10 .. 100 %
within a measurement range

Margin of error
(0.3 pa margin of error for reference)

± 0.2 % or ± 0.5 % of the scaled 
range (40 .. 100 % of max. value) 
(min. 0.3 pa)

Temperature coefficient span 0.03 % v. e. / K (10 .. 50 ° c)

Temperature coefficient zero point ± 0 % (cyclical zero-point correction)

Max. system pressure /  
Overload capacity

400 kpa measurement ranges ≥ 2.5 kpa  
200 x measurement ranges < 2.5 kpa

Medium Air, all non-aggressive gases

Sensor response time 25 ms 

Time constants 25 ms .. 60 s (adjustable) 

Operating temperature 10 .. 50 ° c

Storage temperature - 10 .. 70 ° c

power consumption approx. 6 vA

Weight approx. 450 g

connections Screw terminals (connection 
capacity 0.25 ..  2.5 mm 2)

uSb interface uSb 2.0 Full-Speed Slave  
(Mini uSb) 

pressure ports for tubing nW 4 .. 6 mm 

protection class ip 20

certificates ce

Measured data for p- /  T-compensated volume flow (optional)

Measured range absolute pressure 200 kpa

Accuracy absolute pressure ± 2.0 % of max. value

Temperature input 4 .. 20 mA, Ri = 130 Ω
Temperature range freely scalable

Optional relay

Attachment  
for top-hat rail

Supply 24 v Ac / Dc + option temperature input 
at p- / T-compensated volume flow

Analogue outputs

hose connector nW 4 .. 6 mm

35
.2

easy Mounting:

The differential pressure 
transmitter p 34 is par-
ticularly developed for 
space-saving mounting in 
control cabinets. 

Power supply

24 v Ac / Dc ± 10 %

Margin of error C

±  0.2 % 2) 2

± 0.5 % 2) 5

2)  of the scaled range (40 .. 100 % of 
max. value) (min. 0.3 pa)

Contact points d

none 0

2 relays (changeover 
contacts)  
max. 230 v Ac, 6 A

2

output (linear /  
root extracted)

a

0 .. 10 v (R l ≥ 2 kΩ) 1

0 .. 20 mA (R l≤ 500 Ω) 2

4 .. 20 mA (R l≤ 500 Ω) 3

Measurement 
range

B

Measurement range
e.g. 0 .. 10 pa, 
-10 .. 50 mbar, 
± 100 mmhg (etc.)

application e

Standard A

P- /  T-compensated volume flow b

order 
code a B C d e

P 34 – – – – –

Can be pre-set on request:  
time constant, relay parameter, analogue output root- 
extracted / linear, deactivation of the cyclic zeroing
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P 29

164

76
Features

 x TÜV-tested differential pressure transmitter for natural gas
 x  Design changes and technical modifications keep ignition 

source and gas mixture safely separated (not suitable for 
Ex-applications)

 x Also ± measurement ranges
 x Scalable measurement range and display
 x For pressure and volume flow measurement
 x Zero-point calibration prevents zero-point drift
 x Built-in valve provides a high level of overload protection
 x Also suitable for top-hat rail mounting
 x Multilingual menu (German / English / Italian / French)

Measurement ranges
others available upon request

250 / 500 Pa
1 / 2.5 / 5 / 10 / 20 / 50 / 100 kPa
freely scalable from 10 .. 100 %
within a measurement range

Margin of error  ± 0.2 % of max. value or 
± 0.5 % of max. value

Temperature coefficient span 0.03 % of max. value / K (10 .. 50 ° C)

Temperature coefficient zero point ± 0 % (cyclical zero-point correction)

Overload capacity 100 kPa for measurement ranges ≥ 2.5 kPa
200 x for measurement ranges < 2.5 kPa

Medium Natural gas

Max. system pressure 100 kPa for all measurement ranges

Sensor response time 25 ms

Time constants 25 ms .. 60 s (adjustable)

Operating temperature 10 .. 50 ° C

Storage temperature - 10 .. 70 ° C

Power consumption approx. 6 VA

Weight approx. 750 g

Cable glands 2 x M 16

Pressure ports 2 x laboratory nozzle DIN 12898

Protection class IP 65

Certificates CE, EN1127-1:2007

Measurement 
range

C

Measurement range
e.g. 0 .. 250 Pa, 
-10 .. 50 mbar, 
0 .. 100 mmHg (etc.)

Margin of error D

±  0.2 %  
of max. value 2

± 0.5 %  
of max. value S

Output (linear/
root-extracted) 1) A

0 .. 10 V (RL ≥ 2 kΩ) 1

0 .. 20 mA (R L ≤ 500 Ω) 0

4 .. 20 mA (R L ≤ 500 Ω) 4

± 5 V (R L ≥ 2 kΩ) 5

1) output signals can be configured freely

Power supply B

24 V DC 24 DC

Tubing connections F

Standard for tubing 
NW 5 - 8 mm 0

Cutting ring  
coupling 8 mm S

P 29 without displayP 29 with display

Order 
code

A B C D E F

P 29 – – – – – –

Cutting ring connector (optional)

Laboratory nozzle in accordance 
with DIN 12898

149.5±1.5

10
2.

5
94

.5
58

.5
±

1.
5

6.5

6.
5

TÜV-tested:

As long as a specified 
flushing process is 
observed, special elec-
tronic encapsulation 
safely separates any 
ignition sources from 
natural gas.

Display, keyboard E

none 0

multi-coloured LCD
and keyboard LC

Can be pre-set on request:  
Time constant, relay parameter, analogue output root- 
extracted / linear, deactivation of the cyclic zeroing
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